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Chapter 1
Introduction
Many musicians aim to create something new, fresh, unprecedented,
unpredictable. They seek uniqueness, attempting to create a sound that will be traced
back to their work as music history progresses. As they work to find their distinct voices,
musicians spend years trying to find their right sound, hoping it will leave a legacy of
music tied to their original creativity. Under the weight of this, the modern musician may
feel that there is nothing new to accomplish, as there are so many styles and genres that
comprise music history. How is a musician to create a sound that has not yet existed?
Enter the art of combination. If there are thousands of genres of music, then
composers should not run out of combinations of styles for centuries. Even if a musician
combined only two genres at a time, each one should be able to present their own original
sound. Indeed, for the past several decades, artists have created brilliant fusion of two or
more popular song styles at a time, borrowing musical textures from specific genres and
consequently achieving a style that is all their own.
One notable example of this is Larry Coryell and his involvement in the genesis
of jazz-rock fusion in New York City. Reminiscing, he describes the inspiration of his
creation: “we all wanted to do innovative stuff, but we didn’t want to get away from jazz
as much as augment it every once in a while. The great thing about New York in '65 is
that the quality of rock and roll playing went way up. So when I added rock to jazz, it
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was very organic” (Tarquin 2017, 34). Coryell went on to inspire musicians and
composers like John McLaughlin and Jimi Hendrix in the 1960s. While Coryell would
begin his fusion with a jazz base and add rock elements to his sound, guitarists like
Hendrix began with a rock base and added jazz elements (Milkowski 2003). Around the
same time, Miles Davis began pushing boundaries of contemporary stereotypes,
experimenting with genres, and adopting elements of his companions’ improvisation into
his own compositions (Shekailo 2018). Thus, the idea of bringing jazz and rock styles
together began spreading like wildfire in New York City’s music scene during the 1960s.
Modern musicians have continued in similar methods, and it is fascinating to
consider the way that popular music finds inspiration from a variety of styles. Similarly,
as a Christian & Gospel artist, I strive to include unique influences from other genres in
my music. Latin percussion, blues progressions, and gospel licks have made their way
into many of my original songs over the past several years. I grew up listening to a
variety of music, including funk, blues, gospel, country, and pop styles, and I have seen
each genre significantly influence my music. Ultimately, I have found that a musician’s
playing and composing represents the sum of all the musical styles from which they have
learned.
When I began to think about this project, I considered what it would be like to
create musical compositions that fuse unexpected styles of music. Sitting down at the
piano one day, I began playing some popular Celtic melodies and then wrote one of my
own. The melody could have easily worked over simple fifths in the lower instruments,
but in a stroke of curiosity, I wondered what it would sound like over fuller chords and a
funk backbeat. The composition came together quickly, and I found that my colleagues
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were interested to hear more compositions like it. Out of this initial inspiration, I finished
writing an arrangement of “Reborn” for solo piano. Eventually, I arranged the piece for a
small group and then for a big band. The piece debuted at Belmont University on October
6, 2021, and the performance received a standing ovation, demonstrating that musical
audiences are hungry for further creativity of genres.
My fusion ventures continued to develop over the coming months, and I
discovered more than I ever thought possible about the combination of styles. I have
chosen to name this compilation of songs Reborn, as it serves to exemplify the rebirth of
styles through the method of composition. This thesis will examine ten genres of music
that are paired in unexpected ways. I brainstormed a short list of musical styles I could
use for this project, including pop, blues, rock, folk, soul, reggae, polka, disco, gospel,
Latin, EDM, bluegrass, classical, and bebop. As part of this project, five songs will fuse
two individual styles each: Celtic Funk, Cinematic R&B, Caribbean Pop, African Folk,
and Classical Bebop. Each piece takes the most prominent features of each of the two
styles and explores the possibilities of combining them.
As a modern musician, I have many compositional tools at my fingertips. These
tools include Finale and LogicPro X, which are two music production programs that have
been instrumental pieces in the creation of this project. After listening to an abundance of
music from each style, I typically began the compositional process of each piece at the
piano, jotting down melodies and other musical ideas that came to mind. Then, I
expanded the ideas in Finale for multiple instruments, adding new sections of the piece
along the way. The pieces were recorded in different studios and concert halls to aid in
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creating the right sound for the style, and LogicPro X served as the main music
production program for tracking and mixing.
It was also important to me to include many fellow musicians, composers, and
producers in this project; I desired to share in their expertise and make great music
together. There are approximately forty musicians, two co-composers, and two coproducers/engineers featured in the making of Reborn. Musical community is an
invaluable part of the process and is one of the reasons that this project has become so
special to me. These musicians brought the project to life.
The chapters of this paper will tell the story of each piece from beginning to end,
including its inspiration, composition, recording process, completion, and featured
personnel on the recording. They will also document the important theoretical details and
historical influences of each work, painting a complete picture of the piece’s
development.
Composition, based on various musical influences, is an incredible tool for the
musician because it brings together styles – and more importantly, people and cultures –
from all over the world. My hope is that my composition will encourage the reader and
the listener to learn more about the stepping stones of modern music, and it will detail
how we can continue to honor them over the years. This is Reborn.

Chapter 2
Reborn
This is the piece that started it all. Growing up, I was captivated by the sounds of
funk music and wanted to use it as the bedrock for the first song on Reborn. As a new
graduate student at Belmont University, my studies led me to listen to styles of music that
were not previously part of my repertoire. I became fascinated with traditional Celtic
music, especially Irish artists like the Chieftains, the Wolfe Tones, and the Celtic
Women. These groups explore melodic themes that are largely based on the pentatonic
scale and use specific ornamentations to achieve their sound. Additionally, their
instrumentation includes Celtic drums, flutes, and fiddles, and I wanted to incorporate as
many of these instruments as possible in an exploration of fusion. My personal
discoveries of timeless Celtic melodies and nostalgic funk grooves come together to
create this composition.
The melody I created was partially inspired by one of the Chieftains’ most
popular recordings, “O’Sullivan’s March,” a traditional Celtic song written by Morgan
Llywelyn. The original melody of this song is shown in example 1 and is based on the G
major pentatonic scale.
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Example 1. “O’Sullivan’s March” melody

In the Chieftains’ recording, the flute embellishes this melody with turns, using
stepwise motion before and after many of the melodic tones and scooping into notes
using mordents and inverted mordents. After I composed the melody of “Reborn,”
electric violinist Wes Welch added similar ornamentations to embellish the melody,
emulating popular Irish flute techniques.
The melody to “O’Sullivan’s March” is based on a triplet feel, which I wanted to
use in the beginning of my piece as well. The first melody in “Reborn” is shown in
example 2.
Example 2. “Reborn” opening melody
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To begin the piece, a Celtic drum called a bodhran plays triplet figures on its own.
Then, the melody comes in, first with piano, bass, and guitar, eventually including the
whole band playing pieces of the melody.
After several bars of melodic development, the piece transitions out of the triplet
feel. The drums carry the introductory section into the main theme, switching from triplet
figures on the hi-hat to a sixteenth note groove. Celtic melodies continue to expand over
the new feel, which is largely created by a new drum part.
The drum part shown in example 3 is used to create a funk feel for the majority of
“Reborn,” employing continuous sixteenth notes on the hi-hat. Generally, funk drummers
articulate the backbeat with a snare hit on beats two and four. In this song, however, the
snare hits on beat three in the first measure and beat two in the second measure,
displacing the expected backbeat.
Example 3. “Reborn” drum part

For the portion of the piece in this funk feel, the bass and piano are playing low
fifths. Traditional Celtic songs are famous for these low fifths, and the melody is played
over their anchoring sound. The bass and piano play an ostinato based on fifths, centering
around E minor and employing band hits on G and A (shown in example 4). There are
also occasional F and C major chords to add color to the sound.
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Example 4. “Reborn” bass and piano ostinato

“Reborn” features solos from Wes Welch on electric violin, Vance Mazure on
electric guitar, and myself on piano. Soloists’ melodic lines are largely based on the E
dorian scale, using C-sharp as a color tone over the E minor sound. Their rhythms switch
between a sixteenth and triplet feel, bringing together traditional Celtic and funk meters.
In his solo, Wes plays fast lines that are characteristic of Celtic melodies like the one in
“O’Sullivan’s March.” These lines are based on the pentatonic scale and use a wide range
of the instrument. Vance’s solo is based on similar notes, but uses longer phrases,
beginning with an electric guitar tone that is affected by delay and chorus pedals. My solo
was a mixture of the two approaches. It uses faster triplet lines over the A section of the
progression and longer phrases that move mostly in octaves over the B section.
Preproduction for this piece included several steps. I brought in four different
versions of this chart to Belmont’s top jazz band, and the band would play each version
so I could hear the arrangement. Dr. Jeff Kirk directed the piece and aided in making
several changes to the song form and arrangement of parts along the way. Once we had
the full composition solidified, we decided to rehearse it as a band and perform it on Jazz
Band’s fall concert. Then, I worked to find a way to record the performance. The staff in
Massey Performing Arts Center at Belmont University brought in a separate Midas M32
console to multitrack the concert into the LogicPro X session on my computer.
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During the week of the concert, I worked with the Massey crew to route all
instruments into the new console. We spent a few hours at sound check getting all the
levels and routing correct for recording. Then, during sound check before the concert, the
band completed a few takes of “Reborn” to choose from. We ended up working with the
second take from that sound check.
This is one of two big band pieces featured on the Reborn project, resulting in a
long list of personnel involved. These musicians spent several rehearsals getting their
parts right and learning to transition between the triplet and sixteenth note feel in order to
bring both genres together seamlessly. The list of personnel featured on this song is
included here.
Table 1. Personnel featured on “Reborn”
Role:

Name(s):

Composition

Natalie Merrill

Drums

Zak Flores

Percussion

Tierney Aldrich-Stanek

Bass

Tom Davis

Electric guitar

Vance Mazure

Piano

Natalie Merrill

Aux keys

Sam Blizzard, Cooper Thompson

Trumpet

Jacob Boyer (lead), Davis Ginn, Nick Arbogast,
Judson Gay

Trombone

Michael Daugherty (lead), Johney Green, Ivan Sobek,
Nathan Mohnke

Saxophone

AJ Huang (lead), Owen Fader, Jacob Yim, Jake
Goldwasser, Jack Warren
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Electric violin

Wes Welch

Mixing & mastering

Natalie Merrill, Brennan Stuart

Postproduction for this piece also took several stages. After recording the tracks
into LogicPro, I had to clean up dead space around the tracks and begin the mixing
process. We had gotten the tracks to come through very clearly, so it sounded clean from
the start. I used EQ and compression on each channel and brought the gain up slightly for
some of the horns. My friend and producer Brennan Stuart helped with mix tweaks and
spent time mixing the drums. I then completed some light mastering using a program
called LANDR, an automated mastering engine that replicates the process of creating a
clean and cohesive master.
“Reborn” is the first of several compositions that were successful in bringing
styles together. The first performance of this piece was well received by Belmont’s
musical community, serving as a confirmation that my pursuit of new compositional
developments and the mixture of genres is worthwhile.

Chapter 3
Aurora

After deciding which styles to bring together for the Reborn project, this was the
piece I became most nervous to write. There are not many soundtracks that bring R&B
styles into compositions for film, so tying these styles together presented a unique
challenge. Film composers create epic soundtracks using sound libraries in their studios,
and they sometimes add orchestras and choirs. Conversely, R&B producers make beats –
often in their home studios – and modern R&B has become a rising genre. While I
initially doubted the success of combining these two genres, “Aurora,” this cinematic
R&B piece, has become one of my favorites.
The first original film score was composed by Camille Saint-Saeëns in 1908. It
accompanied the movie “L’assassint du Duc de Guise,” a fifteen-minute historical drama.
Saint-Saëns composed the music scene-by-scene while sitting in front of a movie screen.
In 1924, however, film composition techniques shifted with Erik Satie’s score for
Gynmopédie. He scored the film frame-by-frame, which gave him the ability to
synchronize his music to specific frames (Wilson 2016). Today’s most prominent film
composers, including John Williams and Hans Zimmer, are aided by computers but still
use the frame-by-frame approach.
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I did not have a specific film to score in this project, but my goal was to create an
R&B piece that could be used in a film score. To achieve this, I took inspiration from one
of my favorite film composers, Hans Zimmer. His writings for Christopher Nolan’s
2010movie Inception combine simple piano lines with expansive string voicings. The
musical theme of the movie, “Time,” uses the notes shown in example 6.
Example 5. Opening piano part in “Time”

The piano is backed by pulsing synths and basses doubling the bottom line. With
each repetition of the phrase, something new is added – the piece slowly builds, using
drums and additional layers of strings. Motion in each string part adds tension, as celli
move through the middle spaces and violins soar over the top. Just after the climax of the
piece, it drops back to piano and light strings. The final phrase of the piece uses only
piano, two notes at a time.
I endeavored to use a similar structure, beginning with solo piano and creating
tension with strings and drum samples. The piano phrase, which is repeated for most of
the piece, is shown in example 7.
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Example 6. Opening piano part in “Aurora”

The piece builds as new elements unfold. Each section of the piece and its
instrumentation is outlined below.
First A (4 bars) – piano only (with delay and panning for effect)
Second A (4 bars) – light strings supplement the piano
Third A (4 bars) – treble piano line is added
Fourth A (4 bars) – shaker and claps are added
Fifth A (4 bars) – drum loops and acoustic guitar enter
First B (16 bars)– chords change, violins take melody
Second B (16 bars) – violins switch to a faster melodic line, percussion is added
Return to A – low piano, string backgrounds, and high piano
Last A – low piano only (with delay and panning)
There are only two chord progressions, and the change in progression allows a
unique climax for the piece. After the B sections, which employ a longer form, the piece
returns to end the same way that it began. Not only does the chord progression in the A
section present the possibility for many simple string lines, but it also reflects chords used
in many modern R&B songs. In Nashville numbers, the chords would be labelled as 1, 5
minor, flat 6, and 4. I chose to use the 5 minor specifically because it is used in many
chart-topping R&B songs, including H.E.R. and Daniel Caesar’s “Best Part.”
The 2017 track “Best Part” was the number one charting adult R&B song in
October of 2018 (Anderson 2018). The song employs very simple production, with
acoustic guitar, bass, synth, and snaps comprising the instrumentation while vocal
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harmonies are added for texture. The acoustic guitar is a prominent part of the rhythm on
this track. Similarly, the B section of “Aurora” holds an acoustic picking part, which
creates rhythmic interest and texture. Drum loops and samples also aid in the rhythm of
the piece and are a staple of R&B music. There is a sampled snap in “Best Part” that is
effected to create a reverberant sound on beat two and four of every measure. This sound
is similar to the claps used in “Aurora.”
When creating “Aurora,” I used stock drum loops in LogicPro X to create a beat
similar to many R&B drum loops. After adding piano, acoustic guitar, and synth for
texture, I sent it off to my friend Drake Bailey, who is a recent Belmont graduate and is
now a film composer in Nashville. He wrote and recorded string parts to build the piece
over several repetitions of the phrase, using soaring violins over the B section of the
piece.
The progression for the B section simply moves between the flat 6, flat 7 and 1
chord before returning to the original progression once again. The strings throughout the
piece were not recorded live, but instead were the product of virtual string libraries.
Drake and I completed several mixing sessions as part of the postproduction process. I
then finished the piece with light mastering from LANDR.
“Aurora” has become one of my favorite pieces on the Reborn project,
particularly because I enjoy listening to both styles so much. This synthesis of R&B and
music for film created an expansive sound using simple features and only two chord
progressions. I will continue to explore this fusion in future compositions.

Chapter 4
Again
As I continued planning for this project, I pursued styles of music that would
make very unexpected pairs. Because I am a songwriter and vocalist, I wanted at least
one song on the project to have lyrics. This prompted me to enlist the help of my cowriter
Phoebe Scott, and together, we wrote several stanzas of lyrics that became a pop song. As
the song began to take shape, I found that Caribbean percussion would suit the rhythm of
the lyrics. “Again,” the third song on the Reborn project, is a Caribbean pop tune that
uses a modern pop song form and layered Caribbean percussion instruments from the
island of Trinidad.
Trinidad is known for its lively culture and is a colorful mix of clashing histories.
Many Trinidadians, known as “Trinis,” are descendants of Africans who arrived in
Trinidad as slaves about 300 years ago. Indigenous people added to Trinidad’s
population, and today, a portion of Spanish, French, English, Chinese, and Middle
Eastern influence bring other ethnic flavors to the table (Smith 2021). Their histories
result in a melting pot of cultures, coming together to create a musical style that is
abundantly unique to their territory. This unique style includes lively percussion that
became the focus of my piece.
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Political upheaval in Trinidad birthed the creation of many percussion
instruments. A ban in 1883 outlawed “the beating of any drum, the blowing of any horn,
or the use of any other noisy instrument” (Smith 2021, 33). However, Trinidadian
residents of African descent were determined to continue their religious and cultural
customs. They found other ways to make music and create rhythm, cutting different sizes
of hollow bamboo tubes to produce unique pitches (Smith 2021). Bands popped up all
over the country, playing the new instrument that they called “tamboo bamboo” in
backyards and other discreet places.
As the tumultuous political scene in Trinidad died down, bands began playing in
more public areas and were able to play louder percussive instruments again. They began
experimenting with discarded parts of junk motor cars, hammering them into hollow
shapes, hanging them from trees, and finding unique pitches by hitting them with sticks.
They called these instruments “bobolees,” and as ensembles integrated them into their
music, they received the name “steel pans” (Smith 2021, 38). This eventually led to the
creation of many steel pan groups, including orchestras.
The Trinidad All-Steel Pan Percussion Orchestra (TASPO) was formed in 1951
and became the first steel band to travel outside of Trinidad and Tobago, presenting steel
pans to an international audience. Their esteemed performance at the Festival of Britain
in 1951 shocked the world, but almost no footage of the event remains in existence. Their
legacy, however, has continued as the roots of steel pan music have blossomed into
revered steel pan orchestras in Trinidad and beyond.
One album from the Trinidad Steel-Band, titled “Caribbean Magic,” features
several songs that highlight the beauty of the instrument. Steel pans take solos and create
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harmonies with one another. They play in a rhythmic and percussive way without using
too much force on the instrument. Additional percussion on almost every track consists of
bongos, congas, and shakers. There is one song with a vocal melody as well, but the
album keeps the simplicity of steel pans and percussion, as is typical of early Trinidadian
music.
“Again” uses similar musical techniques to the early Trinidadian style while
employing the form of a modern pop song. The form that we see in most pop music today
follows this structure (Rolison n.d., 271):
Intro (usually very simple, only a few instruments)
Verse one (building instruments)
Chorus one (full instrumentation)
Instrumental (often half the length of the introduction)
Verse two (back to a lower dynamic level)
Chorus two (may be double the length of chorus one)
Bridge or instrumental (usually builds in dynamic)
Chorus three (may be double the length of chorus one)
Outro (optional)
Lyrically, verse one introduces the song, the chorus holds the main idea; verse
two expands the idea, and the bridge might take the idea even further. Pop songwriters
generally refer to the last line of the chorus as the “hook,” or the most repetitive idea that
grounds the song. However, great pop songwriters understand that every section of the
song should be comprised of hooks, giving the listener melodies and rhythms that are
especially memorable. A song comprised of several hooks makes a song stand out among
today’s popular music, and I kept this in mind as I wrote “Again.”
When I composed this piece, the top song in the world was “Easy on Me” by
Adele (Billboard 2021). Each verse repeats the same melody with a few riffs throughout.
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The last syllable of each phrase rhymes and uses the same melody to create a memorable
hook. The contour of the melody and resulting hook can be found in the example below.
Example 7. Melody and lyric from “Easy on Me”

As the repetition of the melody continues, the song grows more familiar, and the
listener catches onto the hook. Similarly, every section of “Easy on Me” employs
melodic techniques, making the tune easy for the listener to remember. Its memorability
is one reason why it was the top song in the world.
I wanted to employ this same method with the song “Again.” Each section of the
song is repetitive, catchy, and memorable, like the pop songs of today. In addition, it is
written in the pop form (detailed in the preceding text) over a progression of just four
chords. The chorus, demonstrated in the example below, is repetitive, easy to remember,
and there are internal rhymes within each line and at the end of each line that serve to
strengthen the hook.
Example 8. Melody and lyric from “Again”
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I originally wrote the song on an acoustic guitar with songwriter Phoebe Scott,
and I began hearing steel pans and lots of percussion in my head. I wanted to use the
modern pop recording process to track this song, which included a home studio, no
written sheet music, and musicians recording layers of instruments that could be placed
anywhere in the song.
Percussionists Tierney Aldrich-Stanek and Vance Mazure met me in one of the
percussion rooms at Belmont where we set up microphones, an interface, and headphones
for everyone to use. Prior to our meeting, I had recorded piano, the lead vocal, pad, and a
synth bass track at my own home studio. Over it, they tracked several layers of steel pans
and other percussion instruments: agogo bells, cowbell, wood block, a medium shaker,
caxixi shakers, bongos, congas, cabasas, and a marimba. I had already recorded a piano
solo, and on the day of our session, Vance recorded a solo on the lead steel pan. My solo
is more fitting to the pop style, while Vance’s is rhythmic and fitting to the Trinidadian
steel pan style. His use of triplets is especially interesting and brings in the Caribbean
flare.
Postproduction included placing each percussion instrument in the correct section
of the song and muting elements here and there to create dynamic contrast. Then, my
colleague Brennan Stuart helped to mix the steel pans as they were especially resonant
and made the mix sound muddy at first. Finally, I completed some light mastering using
LANDR.
“Again” is the third of five compositions that are successful in bringing styles
together. I hope that it is especially enjoyable for the listener, as it focuses on the
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celebration of culture as part of the music itself, reminding us that we are part of a bigger
musical community than we often realize.

Chapter 5
The World Turns
Out of the five pieces of the Reborn project, this piece presented the most
difficulties. Most styles seemed to come together naturally in the previous songs, but
“The World Turns” took significantly more time and effort to integrate two genres that
had piqued my curiosity. The folk genre has become a staple of American music, and
West African music is one of the liveliest styles in the world. With the use of West
African percussion instruments and rhythms to create the bedrock for this American Folk
song, “The World Turns” has achieved a unique sound that employs a vibrant yet
introspective feel.
The history of West African percussion is not written, but instead is passed down
by stories and oral tradition. It is widely believed that professional blacksmiths in
Western Africa were the first to carve the djembe, and they wanted it to be used in at
weddings, baptisms, and funerals in conjunction with song and dance. While some
percussion instruments in West African culture are meant to be played only by historians
and storytellers, there are no restrictions on who may play the djembe. I wanted to use the
djembe as one of the main instruments in my piece to honor the conventions of West
African percussion circles.
To maintain the conventions of American Folk music, I added lyrics that
complement the groove created by the percussion instruments. Before writing the
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lyrics for this piece, I spent time listening to and studying the roots of American Folk
music. Folk songs were the songs of the working class in America, with their beginnings
in the era of slavery and emancipation. This music led to many expressive forms,
employing a communal tradition more than working for entertainment or profit (Ruehl
2018). Above all, these songs were about hope for the future, peace in hardship, and the
importance of community.
A generation of songwriters in the 1960s picked up the legacy of classic Folk
artists such as Jimmie Rodgers (1897-1933), Woody Guthrie (1912-1967), and Pete
Seeger (1919-2014). This new generation included Folk rock superstars such as Bob
Dylan, Joni Mitchell, and Joan Baez (Ruehl 2018). As I began to write the Folk-inspired
lyric for this song, I listened extensively to the categories of songwriters listed above.
They paved the way for modern Folk artists and laid the groundwork for both the musical
sound and lyrical content. I took inspiration from modern artist James Taylor’s catalogue
of writing and storytelling. He uses imagery and metaphors to express ideas of hope, just
as many songwriters before him had done.
One of Taylor’s most famous songs, “Fire and Rain,” contains lyrics that express
a time of loneliness:
Oh, I’ve seen fire and I’ve seen rain
I’ve seen sunny days that I thought would never end
I’ve seen lonely times when I could not find a friend
But I always thought that I’d see you again.
With a hopeful tone being the center of most American Folk music, I wanted to
make sure that my lyric focused on a similar message. I used the idea of the changing
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seasons to express consistent change in our lives. The second verse of “The World
Turns” reads,
My mama said summer comes to those who try to find the sun
‘Cause you will see whatever you’re looking for.
Autumn is inevitable, and even good things someday fall
But peace will come if you just let it in.
The lyric focuses on the idea that change will certainly come, encouraging the listener to
seek the empowerment of the peace that comes from within.
The instrumentation for this piece features West African percussion instruments
over a 12/8 feel, which is typical for most West African grooves. The base of the track is
an eighteen-inch djembe, which doubles several parts. The shakere, a shaker-like
instrument created by beads around a hollow-bodied gourd, gives the groove a steady
pulse with triplets and accents on beats one and three. The dundunba plays a simple
pattern that covers the lower frequencies, and bells are added for texture.
Acoustic guitars and background vocals bring Folk influence into the piece. The
panned acoustic guitars switch between strumming and picking patterns while the
background vocals (BGVs) hold out longer notes and support the melodic figures of the
lead vocal. The chord progression for this song also mimics Folk progressions, simply
changing between 1, 4, and 5 chords for most of the piece. The intro and chorus employ a
minor six chord before walking back down to the five and four.
I played the acoustic guitar parts, bass parts, and sang the lead vocal and BGVs in
my home studio, where I was able to spend significant time crafting each section. Then, I
enlisted my colleague Zak Flores to play the percussion elements. He had great ideas for
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the djembe parts especially, including a more intricate pattern for the instrumental section
after the second chorus. After mixing the piece, I completed light mastering on the track
using LANDR.
Despite the difficulties of creating “The World Turns,” the piece has become one
of the most rewarding of this project. Bringing the style of West African percussion to a
Folk song created a new feel that I certainly have not heard before, and I hope that it
inspires people to use simple features of multiple genres to create something incredibly
unique.

Chapter 6
Bud on Bach
This piece encapsulates two styles with incredibly rich histories. Classical music
of the Western European tradition holds an immense repertoire of pieces and composers
that extend further than I could describe in a single chapter. The same is true of bebop, as
jazz musicians during the 1940s and 1950s contributed limitlessly to the style. This is the
only composition on the Reborn project that I did not write. Instead, I arranged “Bud on
Bach,” a bebop musician’s take on a classical piano piece, for big band. The composers
of the 1957 original recording of this piece include musicians of differing genres: Carl
Phillip Emanuel Bach (1714-1788) and Bud Powell (1924-1966). Just as Bud built on the
Bach composition, I have built on Bud’s.
Before diving into the arrangement, it is important to understand the original
composition. “Solfeggietto” is one of the only pieces of C.P.E. Bach’s keyboard music
that has continued to be a staple of the pianist’s repertoire (Parkinson 1964). Written in
1766, it can be found in many collections of music and has become a test piece for
pianists. Historians argue that the piece played today is a distortion of Bach’s original
because of the many alterations that have been made by editors. The additions have been
retained by nearly all editors (Parkinson 1964). For example, Bach did not originally
compose an ending with such finality, as he left off the last half-bar that is now typically
played.
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Bach’s piece begins with an arpeggiated figure in C minor, lands on a B natural,
and then arpeggiates a G major chord. The first two bars appear as follows:
Example 9. Opening theme of “Solfeggietto”

The piece continues in a similar theme throughout, arpeggiating varying chords
but always returning to a tonal center of C minor. The G dominant sound, featuring a
very prominent B natural, is used before each reiteration of C minor.
Even the first two bars of Bach’s composition gave Bud Powell excellent
compositional material. Within the musical community, Bud’s playing is known for a
consistent flow of musical ideas, including long passages of cascading lines. His bebop
ideas are often broken with rhythmic disjunction to create colorful performances, and his
work represents a lifetime of musical training and composition (Ramsey 2013). In his
solo piano recording, Bud Powell plays C.P.E. Bach’s “Solfeggietto” in full before
creating an improvised section over chord progressions based on Bach’s piece. Both the
detail and spontaneity of this recording have interested me for years, warranting my
further exploration of the piece.
Indeed, Bud builds on Bach’s composition from the beginning of his
improvisation, starting with a similar line. Once more, Bach’s first two bars are shown
below, followed by Bud’s first two bars of improvisation for comparison.
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Example 10. Opening theme of “Solfeggietto”

Example 11. Opening theme of Bud’s improvisation

One of the most palpable differences between these lines is that the Bach piece is
played straight, while the eighth notes in Bud’s piece are swung. Throughout Bud’s
improvisation, the amount of swing varies slightly, and Bud even resorts to straighter
eighth notes on long lines.
Bud continues through C minor and G dominant (altered) centers, often including
a D half diminished chord before the G dominant. Bud’s left hand walks tenth intervals
between each chord, allowing for an interesting bass line even within repetitive
perimeters.
All of these musical elements inspired me to expand the piece for a full big band
with my colleague and arranger Ben Griego, who plays electric bass on the piece. Four
trumpets, four trombones, five saxophones, and a full rhythm section have unique parts to
play in this arrangement of “Bud on Bach.” The piano begins the piece by playing
“Solfeggietto” in full, just as Bud Powell chose to do. Then, the full band comes in on the
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first part of Bud’s improvisation section, which I call the “head” (he returns to it at the
end of his improvisation, as well). The full band score of this arrangement can be found
in the appendix for reference.
After the development of the “head,” a powerful brass line brings the piece into
an open solo section. Here, various members of the band follow in Bud’s footsteps by
creating bebop lines that outline the chord progression from the D half-diminished chord
to G dominant and back to C minor. Soloists may often use B naturals to create a major
seventh sound over the C minor chord. The latter part of the solo progression uses a
walk-up from C to G, nodding to the progression of Bud’s walking tenths in his left hand.
The solo section then relaxes, using short lines in the brass and saxes that echo
Bud’s. This section precedes the sax soli, which is Bud’s exact improvisation harmonized
for the saxophone section using a four-way close double-lead arranging technique. This
means that the first alto and baritone saxophone double the melody, allowing the other
voices to fill in and create the progression of harmony.
This saxophone soli is followed by an improvised section between two pianos and
two basses, which trade to create a furthering of Bud’s ideas in his solo. It uses a similar
progression, departing from the tonal center with a climax that centers around G minor in
the end. A pedal G in the acoustic bass allows the band to build, thrusting the piece into
the shout chorus and pinnacle of the arrangement. Here, trumpets soar as the band creates
stable and powerful harmony underneath.
The end of the arrangement returns to Bud’s “head” once again, including more
active echoing lines between melodies. The last few bars are conducted, allowing the
band to land on an open C-minor chord with an added major seven. The piece rounds out
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at a running time of about ten minutes, and the personnel featured on the song is listed
below.
Table 2. Personnel featured on “Bud on Bach”
Role:

Name(s):

Arrangement

Natalie Merrill, Ben Griego

Drums

Zak Flores

Acoustic bass

Tom Davis, Ben Griego

Electric guitar

Vance Mazure, Johnny Eisenstat

Piano

Natalie Merrill, Sam Blizzard

Trumpet

Jacob Boyer (lead), Davis Ginn, Nick Arbogast,
Judson Gay

Trombone

Michael Daugherty (lead), Johney Green, Ivan Sobek,
Ryan McAvoy

Saxophone

AJ Huang (lead), Owen Fader, Jacob Yim, Jake
Goldwasser, Jack Warren

Mixing & mastering

Natalie Merrill, Brennan Stuart

Conducted by Dr. Jeff Kirk, the piece was recorded on April 2, 2022 at Jazz
Band’s spring concert. The staff in Massey Performing Arts Center brought in a separate
Midas M32 console to record the concert into the Logic session on my computer. After a
few takes, making sure the audio was cleanly recorded, I began work on the mixing
process. Just like the song “Reborn,” I needed to use EQ and compression on each
channel and bring the gain up slightly for some of the horns. Producer Brennan Stuart
helped with mix tweaks and spent time mixing the drums. Then, I completed some light
mastering using LANDR.
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Out of all the songs on the Reborn project, this is the most involved as far as
arrangement and content. While arranging “Bud on Bach,” I became very aware of the
legacy of each composer, being careful to keep the integrity of the original while adding
something new to the conversation. Arranging this piece has certainly been a highlight of
the project, and I look forward to audiences hearing it.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
This process was a growing experience for me as a composer, music director,
arranger, producer, and lyricist. I hope that each genre I have studied will continue to
influence the music that I release. If it is true that a musician’s playing and composing
represents the sum of all the music from which they have learned, I have a great amount
of material from this project to carry into future compositions.
Musicians spend years trying to create a sound that is all their own. Often, I think
artists try to stick so closely to one genre that they ignore a world of other musical
possibilities. I hope that this project has begun to break down genre walls, allowing for
the mixture and marrying of multiple styles at once. I want to inspire other artists to be
wildly creative, and perhaps this creativity begins with a knowledge of all the stylistic
possibilities that are available to them.
The art of combination means that anything is possible. Fusing unexpected styles
has allowed more musical discovery than I thought it could. It has also made me
abundantly aware that the modern musician has the tools at their fingertips to learn about
styles and implement them. They have recordings, interviews, and articles of world music
styles available by the thousands, allowing them to step into genres of music more easily
than ever.
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Furthermore, musical community has been an invaluable part of this project. I
want to thank everyone who has spent time and given of themselves to bring this project
to life. I also want to thank the reader for embarking on this journey of musical
experimentation. I hope that this project encourages musicians to push boundaries, think
outside the box, and try ideas, even when their success seems unlikely. Musicians can
continue to honor established musical styles over the years while bringing forth their own
ideas, prompting a rebirth of beloved genres. Their music can reflect creative, honest
communities of people desiring to make something special. Future generations may even
study the music they compose, building on it with unique perspectives. Individual styles
represent stepping stones in music evolution, as musicians become part of a legacy of
creatives desiring to make something new.
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